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About the speaker:  Dr. Dora Nakafuji is the Director of Renewable Energy Planning in the System Integration 

Department at HECO and has over 12 years of experience working in renewable integration and wind energy research.  

Her efforts include working with various states and national energy efforts to foster collaborations with utilities and 

industries to build unique partnerships that enable development and deployment of “smart” technologies to sustainably 

meet energy policy goals. Prior to joining HECO, Dora was a staff researcher at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 

(LLNL) leading the U.S. DOE-funded WindSENSE initiative with California utilities and assessing transformational risks 

on critical U.S. energy and transportation infrastructures.  She served as the Technical Lead for the PIER Wind Energy 

R&D and Renewable Integration Initiative at the California Energy Commission and led the California Intermittency 

Analysis Program (IAP).  Dora is a graduate from the University of California at Davis with a Ph.D. in Aeronautical and 

Mechanical Engineering with a multi-disciplinary background in experimental and computational analysis.  
 

Abstract            
 

Over the past few years, we have witnessed tremendous growth and billion dollar investments in renewables and 

clean energy alternatives as the world goes “green”.  Global, national and regional policies have catapulted what were 

once grassroots, environmentally-conscious clean energy concepts into global solutions for mitigating climate change and 

eliminating fuel poverty.  But, at the heart of this surge, there is a genuine desire to improve conditions around the world 

and make the world a better, more stable place to live for our generation and for future generations.  The culmination of 

global, national and regional interests can be best described as another “perfect storm” via the energy sector that is 

challenging our backbone electricity infrastructure. 
 

California is aggressively moving toward 33% renewables by 2020.  Similar to Hawaii, in order to achieve the goal, 

renewable resources, transmission infrastructure and the confidence to integrate at high penetration levels must begin to 

align.  Seminar participants will gain perspective on another state’s process on 1) planning an achievable renewable 

resource mix, 2) data challenges and transmission modeling requirements and 3) impacts of operating with 15 GW of 

renewables.  The audience will also be engaged to think about the California experience and translate it to the 

development of study scenarios, maps and graphics illustrating the transmission considerations and options to sustainably 

accommodate the variability of wind and solar resources for Hawaii.  


